St Anne’s Primary School

Enrolment Policy

St Anne’s primary school is a Catholic community where gospel values and Catholic traditions are nurtured. Within this community we seek to foster faith, prayer and a sense of belonging in an atmosphere of trust and acceptance. Enrolment at St. Anne’s implies a participation in the Parish and school by the child’s family.

St. Anne’s Parish shares the responsibility assisting parents in providing a Catholic education.

The Parish Priest, Principal and Education Board will be guided by the enrolment policy statement of the Archdiocese of Melbourne in matters concerning enrolment of children.

Priority for enrolment:
- baptised Catholic (including Eastern Orthodox) children living within the Parish
- siblings of existing families
- other children residing within the Parish boundary
- baptised Catholic (including Eastern Orthodox) children living outside the Parish if parents can provide good reasons for wanting to come to St Anne’s

Points to be considered for enrolment include:
- completion of application for enrolment (together with appropriate certificates).
- interview – as required.

Class sizes may determine the availability of enrolment places at all year levels.